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Mr. President,
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It gives me great pleasure to address the--third Conference Q~j.tatiAg-tfte

em~to:.fG:j;Ce-of::{R~o1fiP?e1'fe~"'M:a~..=f:est;;SOO'#e.aty and towel co met h e

significant number of distinguished delegates present. Allow me to congratulate you

on your election and wish you all the best in your endaeavours for a successful

Conference. would also like to thank the Secretary-General of the United Nations

for convening this Conference and the Government of Austria for hosting it. ~8rP~v'h
Ci\. ~f\I(!M'~"'"'-- is c{,ue ~ tk 4",~- fe-t~ ~~~ Mil A...I-' ;~ <:::Cfi-q"

~iatioA- is dtje:::te-the-Qe~~ty Secr-etar:y GADAral, Ms I.. QWiS8 ~~~~.erf,~ Iler;,
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PJ:eSQRG8 aQd r:emafks, as well as to Ambassador Wolfgang Hoffmann, Executive

Q.",e~'7'(
Secretary of the Preparatory Commission, for his efforts in promoting the early entry
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into force of the Treaty.

As has already been stated, the Republic of Cyprus aligns itself with the

Statement of the European Union and adheres fully to the EU Common Position

relating to the EU's contribution to the promotion of the early entry into force of the

Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty. Cyprus attaches great importance to the

early entry into force of the Treaty, which it considers as an essential element to the



non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the promotion of international

peace and stability in general. The ratification of the Treaty by the Republic of Cyprus

on 18 July 2003 highlights our commitment to the entry into force of the Treaty a~
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The commitment (/;f Cyprus to a policy of hon-proliferation is further illustrated

by the ratification on February 2003 of the Additional Protocol to the Agreement

between the Republic of Cyprus and the International Atomic Energy Agency for the

Application of Safeguards in connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

Nuclear Weapons, as well as by the recent applications of Cyprus to become a

member of the Missile Technology Control Regime and of the Wassenaar

Arrangement.

Mr. President, in concluding this statement, would like to state that the

Republic of Cyprus fully supports the efforts carried out by the European Union for

the entry into force of the Comprehensive Nuclear- Test-Ban Treaty and urges those

countries that have not done so to ratify the Treaty, and in particular the remaining 12
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states whose ratification is required for its entry into force. Pending the entry intro

force of the CTBT, we urge all state~~bide by a moratorium on nuclear explosions of

any kind and to refrain from any actions that might run contrary to the spirit of the

Treaty.
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